
Book Reviews

Disability and Sport. By Karen P. DePauw and Susan J. Gavron. Champaign, IL: Human
Kinetics, 1995.

The last 10 years have seen a prodigious increase in opportunities available for those with
a disability to participate in sport and recreation activities. These increasing opportunities, as
well as increasing grass roots participation in the widest range of activities for the entire
population, have been augmented by enhanced commitment, training regimens and standards
of sports performance by athletes with a disability. This advancement has modernized the
awareness and attitude of the public, and unlocked sponsorship opportunities and closer
liaison with the movement for non-disabled sports programs.

The history of these developments requires documentation not purely for the sake of
pretension and narcissism, but as a measure of philosophical, sociological and cultural change
combined with a review of history that allows more effective analysis for future trends and
practice. For many years this call to compile a history of the movement for sports people
with a disability has gone unanswered. The authors of Disability and Sport have made
tremendous strides in beginning this process. Criticisms of their work are offered while
acknowledging how much easier it is to move forward once a benchmark has been established.

A publication that asserts to be the "first comprehensive reference of the past, present,
and future of disability sport" and then in 295 pages makes only cursory reference to Sir
Ludwig Guttmann, accepted world wide as the forefather of the movement, might automati-
cally have its credentials questioned. The publication, however, examines participation of
people with a disability farther back in history and from a more global perspective than just
the impact of Sir Ludwig and Stoke Mandeville Hospital. This historical information is linked
to contemporary developments in physical activity and sport for people with a disability,
including, for example, recognition of disability sport by the International Olympic Committee.

The book targets a North American market. It will be of particular value to individuals
with no or little previous knowledge of sport and of coaching people with a disability, such
as undergraduate students and local program volunteers. It succinctly describes the primary
organizations historically involved in disability sport including their specific areas of experi-
ence and targeted sports populations. There is a focus on elite competition throughout the
book, and the short bibliographies of some of the "stars" of past games are especially
interesting and informative. There are constructive chapters on Sports Medicine and Athletes
with Disabilities, Coaching Athletes with Disabilities, and Classification (the method of
seeking to ensure parity of competition) from which people will be able to develop further
their own involvement, experience and understanding. Several appendices are included
which provide a means for the analytical and more interested reader to seek further reference.
The value of pages listing names of Disability Sport Organizations and the cities in which
they are based throughout North America and the world is questionable, however. Addition-
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ally, where more complete addresses are included, there are a number of visible errors that
question the validity of other reference and resource material.

It is unfortunate that the book appears to fall into the age old trap of attempting to be
all things to all people, and declines to clearly define its constraints. It seeks to provide a
comprehensive history, a commentary on future issues, a coaching guide, an allusion to a
world view and the implications of culture, and a reference point for additional information.
Broad generalizations are fashioned that must be recognized as providing only a catalyst to
further reading and research.

As the present trend within the sports movement focuses much more on sports specific
participation rather than the disability of the athletes, it is rued, for example, that several
fundamental questions have been ignored. It is unsatisfactory that a number of significant
Paralympic sports are given not even a cursory mention, and that the history of their
development is neither traced nor highlighted. It is discouraging that the authors appear to
have responded to the demand of the "media image" and failed to acknowledge the partici-
pation of athletes with a severe disability, and the major controversies in these athletes'
continued involvement in the elite sports competition program. It is also unexpected that
winter sports, and especially the Winter Paralympic Games, do not receive due recognition
considering the very significant role these programs have played in establishing more inte-
grated training and competitive programs.

In drawing conclusions, this text does achieve a number of major objectives. It brings
together a considerable amount of information and constructs it into an interesting and
informative text that is enjoyable to read. It issues a challenge to others to invest time in
collating their retrospective views, both factual and interpretational, and ensure that the
history, and the lessons of the movement, are not lost to posterity. It allows for the clear
identification of issues that need further research and penmanship, and provides a framework
that will facilitate an identification of the perceived gaps in its own content. More pertinently,
however, it presents a catalyst—an opportunity for those with little or no knowledge of
working with athletes with a disability to gain information that enables them to strengthen
their own programs through increased knowledge and awareness.

Reviewed by: Howard Bailey, Atlanta, Georgia.

Fitness Programming and Physical Disability. Edited by Patricia D. Miller. Champaign,
IL: Human Kinetics, 1995.

With a boost from the American's with Disabilities Act and an increasing fitness aware-
ness as exemplified by the Healthy People 2000 proposals, fitness concerns of people with
disabilities are being appreciated and addressed. There are several publications which cover
these concerns. This book, which serves as the textbook for the Adaptive Fitness Instructor
Certification Workshops of Disabled Sports, USA, fills the niche of being an introductory
workbook in this area. Therein lie its strengths and its weaknesses.

In reading through this book one can picture it being used as the textbook for a workshop.
The book's organization leads the reader through four distinct parts. Part I is an introduction
to disability. There is an excellent section on preferred language, e.g., "a person who uses
a wheelchair," rather than "wheelchair bound" and behaviors, e.g., ask before giving
assistance. This part also provides an overview for the rest of the book.

Part II reviews the theoretical basis of exercise science. For those who are well versed
in exercise science, this is a review. For those without training in this area, Part II may be
somewhat technical. For example, describing the function of the muscle spindle and its
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